More on that despicable company Google
It is sad and disgraceful that most Governments, most internet companies, banking
services, media etc, continue to use google services despite being told of what their
underhand activities are. When I first wrote the below it was circulated to UK
Government departments and many organisations. I know that other people also
circulated it to various organisations who should have immediately stopped using
google services, however, despite those notifications nothing has changed.
Modern writers of website software automatically build in the google spy mechanisms
which give autolinks to ad agencies as well as back to google HQ - often breaching the
new EU regulations. There is no doubt that google have evolved into the biggest
spying network in the world.
The European data protection agencies have imposed massive fines on google for
various underhand activities. Despite that other EU websites continue to use google.
This reluctance by Governments to take action by boycotting google gives one the
impression that the links between google and themselves go far deeper and probably
involve various security agencies accessing the data that google collect.
I find it shocking that people in aromatherapy insist on using similar disreputable
organisations such as facebook and similar social media companies despite all the
evidence of gross data collection and its misuse. These companies seem to think they
now own the internet but there are always alternatives to using them.
Please see the below and while some of the sites mentioned may no longer be online,
I can prove that similar ones are still operating from the same google owned services.
The below prove that google are only interested in making money by serving ads to
these shocking sites. If you have shares in google, shame on you! You are
making money off the most gruesome human activities imaginable and
manipulating young minds into evil ways.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------I have been accessing tumblr.com blogs to gather evidence to send to the UK
Parliament committee investigating the effect of social media on children.
Anyone can sign up for a tumblr account. The only age check is a box where you put
your age. You then have to give a valid email address to confirm you are a human. It
is easy to set up an anonymous email account making tracing difficult. Bear in mind
most children are more internet savvy than their parents or even regulatory
organisations. So in reality there are no valid checks.
The worst part is you don't have to create a tumblr account; many of their blogs are
accessible to normal web browsers. Once on a blog you can view all the images and
more importantly find numerous links to sites with similar content.
Tumblr do take down some sites or convert them to require a sign-in, but as
explained, that is not going to stop a child who is computer literate. The problem is
that due to their inept sign up procedures once a site has been taken down it can
spring up again under a similar name, often as simple as adding a different number
such as: guns.tumblr.com to guns2.tumblr.com
I have found hundreds of sites featuring photos of:

Autopsies with dead babies still inside their mother.
Aborted foetuses.
Dead and injured children including their bodies smashed to pieces in
accidents; tsunami victims; drownings; you name it they have it.
Babies and young children burnt and in agony. Their mutilated bodies after
death from wars accidents and murders.
Autopsies and mutilated bodies of adults are numerous.
Bodies naked, smashed and cut in pieces from trains running over them.
As above from traffic accidents.
Guns of all kinds including teens showing them off.
Children holding and reenacting shooting with automatic and single shot guns.
Knives being displayed as trophies by teens.
Teens performing self harm and many bloody images of it.
Teens and others using drugs.
Aftermath of school shootings.
Beheadings, both photo and video.
ISIS executions and playing football with the heads - photo and video.
Cutting throats.
Murder victims.
Stabbing victims.
Shooting victims including ex President Kennedy live as it happened.
Aftermath of mass shootings including their bodies.
Anal sex is all over the place with hardly any using protection.
Muslim women revealing their body in public places.
All kinds of torture and SM images.
Sex with dead bodies.
Rape victims.
Sex with animals and all kinds of sexual activity.
Preschool children posing in provocative swim suits and other "modeling".
Hangings.
Animal mutilations.
Can you imagine the distress caused to the parents of a child killed in a road accident
to find images online? The desensitisation of our children to such images is a
huge problem as well as them being lured into similar activities seen on such sites.
I am pretty sure images similar to the above are on other google owned social media
sites as well as facebook, flickr and similar photo uploading sites. However, at least
some of those do make accessing them much more difficult.
I should add here I am not an advocate of censorship for most sites accessible only by
adults as that is their choice. With children they have not developed the necessary
skills of discriminating what is acceptable and what is not and are easily led into
unsafe ways.
See also the file 'google are pirates'.
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